THREE STRIKES LEGISLATION AND A SINKING FUND PROPOSAL
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Over the last two years, roughly twenty state legislatures have enacted into sentencing law a rule of baseball: "Three strikes and you're out." Another group of states are actively considering similar legislation. The new statutes imprison for life offenders convicted of a third felony of a designated type, usually a violent or "serious" felony.

States administering three strikes laws will ultimately need to build more prisons and operate extra prison beds, requiring more dollars from the state budget. But the remoteness in time of the costs of Three Strikes laws gives legislators a powerful reason to discount those costs. In most places, Three Strikes legislation will affect state corrections budgets only after many years have passed. The long time frame makes the cost seem politically irrelevant and easy to ignore.

Those who hope that legislatures will appreciate the full impact of their choices must search for a way to prevent them from ignoring future costs. This article suggests that states create a long-term savings fund in budgets devoted to prison construction and operation. The fund would be analogous to the "sinking funds" that state and local governments use to retire public debt from bond issues. The principle should be that whenever a legislature commits itself to a punishment policy with a budgetary impact that is certain but distant, it should simultaneously create a long-term plan for paying for the needed resources. The financial plan should reach beyond the typical budget cycle to prepare for the effects of today's choices on tomorrow's taxpayers.

1. Three Strikes Proposals Frame Issues to De-emphasize Prison Costs

Resource constraints have become a powerful force in setting state sentencing policy over the last ten years. Major restructuring of state sentencing laws during the late '70s and early '80s attempted to control the growth of corrections budgets, but that was only one goal among several, including, most prominently, the elimination of disparate sentences. Since the mid-'80s, the goal of curbing the growth of prison spending has come to dominate state sentencing reform movements.

The same has been true at times during the past two years' debates on Three Strikes bills. The costs of prison construction and operation have convinced legislators in some states to abandon the Three Strikes concept, and in a few others to scale back the proposals.

Most sentencing commissions have opposed the enactment of Three Strikes laws or have tried to convince the legislature to make the long-term fiscal impact part of the political discussion. These efforts have met with mixed success. In some states, such as Minnesota, general assemblies have not yet adopted Three Strikes proposals. In part, this is because of cost projections and alternative guideline amendments that commissions submitted. In a few states the intervention of sentencing commissions caused the legislature to modify the breadth of Three Strikes laws.

Overall, commissions cannot do much more than provide data. Their projections may carry weight with the legislature if they have established a good track record of forecasting resource needs. But the terms of the political debate over Three Strikes laws have made it difficult for lawmakers to respond to what they learn about corrections costs.

Like a mandatory minimum penalty statute, the rhetorical appeal of a Three Strikes law is its absolute clarity. The maximum number of felonies necessary to trigger the extra punishment is seldom up for debate. "Four strikes" would never do. The same is true for the amount of extra punishment. Once an offender has accumulated the third strike, the rhetoric demands an "out." The offender must serve a life term; it is deflating, and politically foolhardy, to speak of adding only a few years to a prison term, or worse yet, to speak of "increasing the offense level by two levels." Finally, the rhetoric of Three Strikes makes it difficult for lawmakers to give judges discretion over whether to impose the enhanced penalty. Surely an umpire has no choice but to call the batter out after he is caught swinging three times.

2. Several Variables Are Available to Reduce the Scope of Three Strikes Laws

If legislators hope to refine a Three Strikes law to match a chosen set of prison cost estimates, they have a few variables with which to work. Consistent with the rhetoric, drafters might experiment with the time relationship between the three relevant felonies. For instance, a statute might include any three convictions, or it might target only those felonies committed as part of different "transactions." A few current statutes count felonies as separate strikes only if they resulted in separate terms of imprisonment. For even narrower coverage, the statute might count as the second and third strikes only those felonies committed after conviction for each previous strike felony.

Drafters might also give the prosecutor the choice of whether to file a separate charge to invoke the Three Strikes penalty. Unfortunately, because the charging habits of prosecutors are difficult to predict, this mechanism is not very helpful when trying to match a bill with a selected level of prison costs.

The statutory variable that will most often
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The time lag before the system begins incurring the corrections costs from Three Strikes has often not been considered in political debates. Many states have no commitment at all to plan for the future financial impact of current choices about sentencing policy. And states that have committed, by statute or by legislative practice, to provide resources tend to plan for a relatively short time horizon: e.g. a five to ten year period at most. Five to ten years, however, is not the relevant time horizon for Three Strikes. These laws increase the prison terms of offenders who were already likely under existing law to spend more than a few years in prison. This is particularly true in states with sentencing guidelines, which usually increase the chances that serious and violent felons will serve the longest prison terms.

Because the costs of Three Strikes laws start to accumulate after the customary end of the planning period for corrections, legislators can more easily waive them aside. This occurred, for instance, in South Carolina during the 1995 legislative debate leading to the passage of a Three Strikes law. The legislators initially included only a small group of violent felonies in the list of crimes qualifying as "strikes." Because of concern about the racial impact of that list (offenders convicted of those crimes were disproportionately African-American males), the legislature expanded the list to cover many five-year and ten-year felonies. The staff of the South Carolina Sentencing Commission ultimately convinced the legislature to remove the five-year felonies because of their high cost. However, many of the ten-year felonies remained. Those costs seemed irrelevant to the legislators.

A comparable story developed in North Carolina, during 1994 debate. The staff of the Sentencing Commission carefully explained to legislators the costs of different versions of Three Strikes bills. The Commission projected costs on a yearly basis for the first ten years, and then in ten-year increments out to fifty years after enactment. The projections indicated, appropriately, that the short-term estimates of necessary prison beds were more reliable than the long-term estimates.

In the end, the legislature passed one of the most modest Three Strikes proposals. The bills it rejected had significant, and sometimes eye-popping, costs over the first ten years. But the statute that did pass, even though it increased the necessary prison beds very little over the first ten years—a projected 125 beds—committed the state to a more serious increase over a fifty-year period (2887 extra beds by the year 2044). Despite the near certainty of increased growth rates beyond the first ten years, the law contained no long-term plan to finance the necessary facilities.

4. The Sinking Fund Solution

Prisons are not the only long-term financial obligations that states incur. Governments commit to make retirement payments to their own employees, and assistance payments to older citizens generally. The federal government has established "trust funds" for Social Security and Medicare, to keep tabs on the money necessary to meet future obligations. State governments make long-term plans to finance highway construction. Some states create a special "trust fund" for highways. Many of these funds are financed with proceeds from special sources of revenue, such as a state gasoline tax.

Similarly, when a state or local government floats a bond issue, it creates a debt payable in an exact amount at a set time. It will typically begin immediately to put aside funds from general revenue sources to retire the debt on time. The money thus saved goes into a "sinking fund." When the time arrives to repay bond holders, there is no undue hardship on the taxpayers because of the long-term financing plan.

A comparable financing plan would be prudent whenever a legislature commits the government to significant future increases in prison construction and operation costs, even if the increases become effective more than ten years from the date of passage. A responsible legislature, when passing a sentencing law that commits future citizens to sizable expenses, should have a specific plan for gradually putting aside the necessary tax revenues.
Some might object that prison costs are different from government bonds because the amount of the future obligation is less certain. Indeed, there are countless future operating costs of government that go unnoticed in statutes voted upon each year. There is some truth in this objection, for projections of the prison beds depend on less-than-precise predictions about numbers of crimes, arrests and convictions. There is also uncertainty about how to translate the anticipated number of prison beds into future costs of construction and operation.

These variables make the prediction of extra prison costs less certain than the prediction of bond repayment costs. Nonetheless, a state could use conservative growth and cost estimates for each of the uncertain items, and still be in a better position than a state that made no future cost plans. Further, a state with a determinate sentencing structure makes a clear declaration of its plans to use prison space far into the future.

Determinate sentencing structures make it possible to obtain more reliable estimates of prison population in the short run. When coupled with conservative estimates of growth and cost, they can also improve long-term financial planning.

5. A Sinking Fund Addresses Only One Set of Obstacles

The “sinking fund” could give sentencing commissions a way to discourage legislatures from discounting the real budgetary impact of a Three Strikes law. Advocates of long-term financial planning would complement those who provide estimates of short-term impact on prison population.

But I do not wish to claim too much for this technique. There are many reasons why legislators ignore relevant information about Three Strikes. Creating a mechanism for long-term financing addresses only one type of problem—the short time horizon of most legislative budget decisions.

This planning could make a difference even in a state where the legislature delegates the decision to a voter referendum, but only if voters are required to pass a bond initiative when they vote for longer sentences. Voters have recently endorsed a Three Strikes policy in Oregon, Washington, and California. In each case, costs figured in the debate, but not as part and parcel of the decision framed on the ballot. Surely voters would vote for more schools, new sports stadiums and more police if there were no specific price tags attached to those votes. The choice should be the same for expensive punishment policies.

The sinking fund proposal may be less helpful in states with no existing commitment to planning for any corrections costs, even in the short run. The sinking fund can refine a pre-existing habit of legislators to consider corrections costs, but it cannot refine what does not exist. In a state such as California, where legislators often separate the questions of supply and demand for prison space, there is no reason to hope for a longer time horizon for planning.

The same could be said of states where the legislature has no internal rules or statutes to assure that sentencing proposals contain impact statements.26

Finally, this proposal focuses only on money in the state budget, not on the human costs of extra crimes committed, or years wasted in prison for unnecessary and unjustly long prison terms. Legislators will surely remind policy analysts that crime policy is no technocratic exercise in finance. Not every consideration that might move them to act will yield itself to measurement, however wisely one might construct the measuring instrument. And the legislators will be right. Ultimately a responsible and well informed legislature, or a commission acting under legislative authority, needs to make a principled decision about the social function of imprisonment.
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